Rider presentations/lectures/workshops Jules van Hessen

-Jules will use PowerPoint slides with both sound- and movie clips, so even if he doesn’t use a
microphone, a good sound system that can be connected to a laptop or computer is needed.
- good quality beamer
- In case Jules would like to use a microphone (depending on the size of the audience and the room's
acoustics), he would like to have a small wireless mike (head mike, madonna or tie mike). Sometimes
some additional mikes will be required, both for back up and for audience interaction.
- Jules will either bring his own laptop or will provide a copy of his presentation beforehand. In the
latter case, a technical test run on the laptop that will be used is highly recommended. If the
presentation will be run from a laptop other than Jules’ laptop, please note that Jules would like to
control the slides himself.

-Jules would like to have at least 30 minutes before his presentation in order to check hardware and
have a technical run through.
-Please provide enough mineral water.

Light:
-As the movie clips are quite essential, a room that can be slightly darkened is recommended.

Set up:
Almost all setups (theatre, small tables) are possible but be aware that Jules' presentation will be
more effective if there is a small distance between Jules and his audience, walkways in the audience
are therefore recommended.
Important note: Jules requests that his audience be seated.

Hand outs:
Pdf hand outs are available upon request. The following products are also available for purchase as
audience gifts:
- batons (which can be customized)
- DVDs
- CDs
- Concert tickets

Rights:
Without additional written agreement, recording of Jules’ presentations is not allowed. However, if
you would like to make any form of registration of his performance in any way, please feel free to
contact Assemblee. Apart from a pdf hand out, no copies of his presentation may be sent out to
third parties.

